THE PERFECT FUSION

NEW: noraplan® unita. Granite and rubber in unrivalled harmony.
noraplan® unita. The product.

GRANITE AND RUBBER FOR PIONEERING ARCHITECTURE

noraplan® unita unifies two completely different materials to create an innovative natural event with fascinating properties and design options:

- **The granite splitters** reflect light in all its many facets. This transforms the floor into a vibrant element of the architecture.

- **The rubber** basic material incorporates the proven functional nora® characteristics: Extremely tough, healthy to walk and stand on, absorbs noise, can be installed without joints and is environmentally sound.

- **The unique combination** of materials with permanently resilient rubber and fine splitters of granite creates a puristic and natural design.
noraplan® unita in use
noraplan® unita. The effect.

THE PERFECT MIX OF AESTHETICS, CHARACTER AND FUNCTIONALITY

noraplan® unita with genuine granite splitters is the perfect partner for modern interior design where natural materials are incorporated as stylistic elements.

With its puristic and authentic appearance, noraplan® unita integrates itself into every surrounding. In representative, avant-garde architecture as a visually credible supplementation. In function-oriented buildings, as a distinctive emphasis whose intensity can be individually rendered by the choice of colour.

Apropos individual:

noraplan® unita is also available in colour variations with a greater concentration of glitter for an even more pronounced accentuation.
noraplan® unita is inspired by the contrasting properties of the natural materials stone and rubber – hard and soft, glittering and matt. The combination of classic rubber with dispersions of real granite splitters is absolutely unique.

TONE-SETTING:

Dark and light hues of grey and brown subdue themselves in the room and form the basis for widely differing architectural styles, while complementary natural shades of green and red add touches of colour to the floor.

noraplan® unita is available in two different designs:
- Design with discrete granite dispersions in 12 colours
- 4 Designs with more glitter effects for special accentuation

FUNCTIONAL:

Properties of nora® rubber floor coverings.
- Excellent fire safety characteristics
- Environmentally sound (Blue Angel), part of the nora system blue® concept
- Free of PVC, plasticizers (phthalate) and halogens (e.g. Chlor)
- Exceptionally hard-wearing
- The extremely dense and closed surface typical for nora® rubber floor coverings together with nora cleanguard® facilitates economic cleaning without the need for subsequent coatings.
- Dimensional stability, therefore no joint-sealing necessary
- Ergonomic: High walking and standing comfort
- Permanently resilient
- Anti-static
- Resistant to cigarette burns
- High footfall sound absorption
Experience the world of noraplan® unita.
Simply scan the code using your smartphone and watch the film.
www.nora-unita.com/uk